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FOR MOST PROJECTS,
ROLL BATT ALONG
WITH TOP ON ROD B.
THE BATT MAY NEED
TO BE ROLLED
SEPARATELY ON
BIGGER PROJECTS.
IT FITS BETWEEN
THE LAYERS AND
IS ROLLED LOOSE
ON TOP.

C B A
BACKING FABRIC IS
ATTACHED TO STARTER
STRIP 

QUILT TOP & BATTING

BACK

STARTER STRIPS 
ATTACHED TO CONDUIT 
WITH DOUBLE STICK 
TAPE.

ROUND ROD ENDS

Square Rod Ends For Wood 2x2 Rods 
Are Still Available

Instructional video on YouTube 
or www.flynnquilt.com

Multi-Frame with 48 inch Rods $249
Frame Kit $110
Maximizer 6 Pack $20
Frame Stand for hand quilters $110
72 inch Fiberglass Rods (Set of 3) $80
96 inch Fiberglass Rods (Set of 3) $90

MULTI-FRAME BASICS
The Multi-Frame consists of two injection-molded fiberglass Frame Ends, each with three patented tension surfaces, and six 
matching fiberglass Rod Ends, with tension surfaces. Screws attach the Rod Ends to your own metal rods, bolts and knobs 
tighten and release the tension system. Instructional video on www.flynnquilt.com. This is a very simple sturdy system – we have 
never had a Frame End break or strip out - and we have sold thousands and thousands of these systems in the past 24 years.

FLYNN MULTI-FRAME SYSTEM
Multi-Frame System with 48 inch Rods, only $249 COMPLETE!

Multi-Frame
Includes:

• (3) 48 inch Fiberglass Rods
• (2) 23 inch PVC Pipes
• Leader Strips
• Grosgrain Ribbon
• All Hardware & Fittings

No more trips to the 
home improvement 

store!

BASTE ALL THREE LAYERS 
TOGETHER BEYOND THE
EDGE OF THE STARTER
STRIP. -NEEDED TO QUILT 
PROJECTS UP TO 45 INCHES.

SEWING
MACHINE

USE A 23 INCH LENGTH OF PVC PIPE 
WITH A DIAMETER EQUAL TO THE HEIGHT 
OF YOUR MACHINE DECK TO SUPPORT 
THE END OF THE FRAME. (A SECOND PVC 
PIPE MAKES ADVANCING THE QUILT 
EASIER AND MAY BE NEEDED.)

A

B

C

Flynn Quilt Frame Company
1000 Shiloh Overpass Road
Billings, Montana  59106
1 (800) 745 3596
http://www.flynnquilt.com

INSERT STRIPS OF GROSGRAIN RIBBON 
THROUGH THE SLOTS IN BOTH FRAME 
ENDS AND SAFETY PIN TO EXERT SIDE 
TENSION ON THE QUILT SANDWICH

Watch Instructional 
Video Here



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE

FLYNN MULTI-FRAME SYSTEM
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FLYNN MULTI-FRAME SYSTEM?
First of all, with the three rail system of the Flynn Multi-Frame, you don’t have to baste.  The layers are held separately 
from each other, and they are really tight.  You won’t have any puckers in the back with a Multi-Frame System.

Next, you sit up nice and straight in your chair, where you can see your work and just slide the Multi-Frame on the deck 
of your sewing machine.  No cramps in your hands or shoulders and no wrestling the bulk of a big quilt through the 
sewing machine.

Take a look at the simplicity of the Flynn Multi-Frame.  It is straight forward, extremely easy to assemble, effective 
and economical. Designed by well-known quilt instructor John Flynn, you can be sure that, with a little practice, the 
Multi-Frame will help you say goodbye to pinning, puckers in the back, sore hands and shoulders and all those other 
frustrations that have been a part of machine quilting for too long.

HOW BIG A QUILT CAN YOU QUILT ON THE MULTI-FRAME?
It is easy to make the Multi-Frame any size you need. What you do is measure the width of the project you want to 
work on. Then purchase your own Metal Conduit (EMT) 6 inches longer than the width of your quilt. 72 inch and 96 
inch fiberglass rods are available at www.flynnquilt.com. Most quilters end up with 3 or 4 sets of rods for different 
widths of projects. You can put a narrower project on long rods by making the side tension ribbons longer.

WHY DON’T YOU MAKE THE FRAME ENDS LONGER TO ALLOW MORE QUILTING SPACE?
The Flynn Multi-Frame is designed to be used for machine quilting with your home sewing machine. Most home 
sewing machines have from 6 inches to 9 inches of space between the needle and the back post of the machine, so 
any additional frame width would just be in the way of what is happening at the needle, and that is what is important. 
The Multi-Frame is also ideal for hand quilting. The 10 inch quilting space is adequate for most projects and, if more 
space is required, you have the option of machine basting your hand quilting project on the Multi-Frame with water 
soluble thread and then removing the middle rod to give you 15 inches of hand quilting space.

WHAT IS THE PVC PIPE FOR?
The PVC pipe is for balance. In the five years John Flynn spent developing the Multi-Frame, he tried many support 
and balance systems. Casters? He tried that. A rail system? He tried that too. PVC pipe is the most efficient, most 
economical balance system and with it, you have good positive control over the Multi-Frame and your stitching. Master 
the balance of the Multi-Frame and you are on your way! On the “heavy” side of the Frame, move the PVC support 
closer to the sewing machine to decrease resistance or farther away for more resistance or control.

QUILTING AREA
When quilters are just starting to use the Multi-Frame, they sometimes tell us they are frustrated by the amount of 
room they have to quilt in. When they stop to think about it, they realize that the amount of room under the arm of their 
sewing machine is what determines how much room they can work in, and this is true no matter how they choose to 
machine quilt. After some practice and experience in planning and choosing a quilting pattern, quilters get used to the 
available area. Look for at least 6 inches - 6.5 inches as a minimum from the machine’s needle measuring to the right 
where the arm rejoins the body of the machine. The more room the better, of course!

WHAT ABOUT LONGER RODS?
The metal rods are used because, for their strength, they are the least expensive option and they are easily obtained 
in most areas.  The Multi-Frame and the Multi-Frame Kit each come with round rod ends for metal conduit (EMT). The 
round rod ends have micro teeth and can be used with 3/4 inch or 1 inch metal pipe. Call 1-800-745-3596 if you want 
longer fiberglass rods. Two lengths of machine set screws are furnished so the rod ends are easy to move. 
*NOTE- Small diameter PVC pipe is not an acceptable substitute for metal conduit.

OTHER COMMON QUESTIONS
Each time you finish quilting a “reach”, loosen all six knobs, and roll most of the quilted portion up on Rod A. The 
unquilted top and back automatically unroll off Rods B and C. Leave an inch or so of quilted work exposed in your work 
area, especially with an all over pattern, so that you can get back up into the quilting pattern of the earlier reach and 
make everything look continuous.

It’s easy to change the bobbin, whether you have a drop in bobbin or an “underneath” bobbin. For a front-loading 
bobbin, just reach under and change it. If your bobbin loads right under the needle, cut the top thread and scoot the 
Multi-Frame down so that the opening between the quilt sandwich and the Frame Ends is right over the throat plate 
and bobbin area. Wind lots of bobbins before you start quilting!


